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Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) is a condition that causes children to 

experience difficulties with attention and impulse control and as students, struggles with 

concentration on lessons and the completion of schoolwork.  It has become apparent that, 

for the most part, ADHD is caused by chemical differences in the brain making it difficult 

for students to perform tasks that require behavior control and attention.  Because ADHD is 

largely associated with chemical differences in the brain, medications are often prescribed.  

To restrict the dependency on medication, behavior management strategies as well as 

accommodations at school are implemented to help the student succeed.  It is reported 

that approximately 8% of kids experience ADHD with boys being diagnosed more than twice 

as often as girls.  There are two main types of ADHD; the hyperactive-impulsive and the 

inattentive.  The hyperactive-impulsive type is characterized by: students not thinking 

about the consequences of actions, fidgeting, straying from their desk, talking excessively 

and interrupting.  The inattentive type however, primarily experience difficulties with 

attention, organization, memory, alertness and planning.   

Having a positive attitude as well as patience and understanding when working with a 

student with ADHD is of the utmost importance.  Make it clear what behaviors you as an 

educator except from the student and praise them when they act accordingly.  Motivation 

through a rewards or token system generally works well with students with ADHD.  By 

initiating a warning signal to the student when you notice that they are becoming 

inattentive can help the student realize become more aware of their own behavior and take 

ownership by finding a “safe”zone or “safe” person to take a break with.  Having a safe 

person or location to refocus energy would be previously arranged with the student and 

teacher working to acknowledge the disorder (predict) and intervene (prevent) prior to 

misbehavior escalation.  As well as teacher-student signals, it is important to make 

frequent eye contact with the student to maintain engagement in classroom discussion.  

Using the student's name as a low key response to inattentiveness or distractive behavior 

will also help to refocus the student.  The seating arrangement for a student with ADHD is a 

crucial part of promoting a supportive learning environment.  It is a good idea to situate a 



student with ADHD away from the window and near peers who are able to pay attention 

and model good behavior.   

It is critical that most of the strategies you apply as a teacher for your ADHD student are 

invisible, so they maintain a sense of belongingness with the class and feel included.  An 

invisible strategy that a teacher should use to build a classroom of inclusiveness is adapt 

her presentation of instruction by including as many visuals as possible.  Minimizing the 

amount of writing on tests and assignments will also prevent students with ADHD from 

becoming overwhelmed.  Modifying instruction to include learning styles and different 

abilities is also a powerful method of building inclusiveness in the classroom.  Students 

should also have the option to be able to demonstrate their knowledge through a variety of 

medium and methods.  Another invisible adaptation that not only assists students with 

ADHD, but builds structure and predictability into the day is preparing the class in advance 

for transitions, this can be done simply by writing a 'Shape of the Day' on the board or 

providing the student with a mini-schedule that they can tape to their desk.  It is suggested 

that students work on the most difficult material early on in the day in order to be fully 

attentive and grasp concepts.  Another invisible strategy is to check for understanding with 

all students quite frequently.  Some other strategies that teachers can do with the whole 

class are; keeping the instructions simple, write the layout of the lesson on the board, tell 

students what you expect they are going to learn in the upcoming lesson, and even having a 

timer at the front of the class to signal when the lesson is over.  All of these ideas can be 

used everyday in the classroom and will benefit all the students.  

Some strategies will be strictly for the student with ADHD and may even give them a sense 

of confidence, or feeling of privilege.  As mentioned previously, establishing plenty of eye 

contact with the student(s) with ADHD during the lesson will increase engagement.  

Providing a soft ball to squeeze or something small to fidget with without distracting others 

can provide a sense of relief for the student and teacher as well as an opportunity to 

release a bit of contained energy from the student with ADHD.  Allowing the student to 

take frequent breaks during lessons is important.  These breaks should be structured and 

supervised however, with the student having a designated area and amount of time.  As 

with every student, communication with the parents is central to the students growth and 

development.  It is essential that parents be contacted with “good news,” such as 

improvements, good behavior and good deeds.  Creating a solid teacher-parent – student 



relationship will help promote the success as well as a positive attitude for the student.   

Involving the community in the classroom is great for all learners and especially a student 

with ADHD. Hands on involvement in the community is a wonderful outlet for a child with 

ADHD, perhaps even bringing in a community member who is very successful and who was 

diagnosed with ADHD as a child them self. 

Knowing your own school and districts resources are another important aspect to creating 

an inclusive classroom with challenging ADHD students.  Utilize your schools resource room 

and colleges who may have their own personal strategies in working with a student who is 

hyperactive.  

Using the strategies listed above that are invisible and specific will aid in creating an 

inclusive classroom.  As teachers it is important that we facilitate a classroom that is 

conducive to learning.  To minimize distractions and disruptions it is key to be proactive 

and implement low-key strategies of classroom management as well as plan lessons with 

the student with ADHD in mind as to maintain an inclusive classroom.  We want to teach 

our students that to explore and celebrate diversity and an inclusive classroom is 

paramount in supporting this.  Each of us have unique abilities and learning styles and 

cooperatively working together as a class, will create a supportive learning atmosphere 

filled with acceptance.  The most important thing to remember if you find yourself in a 

classroom with one or more ADHD students is to not take the behavior problems understand 

that their behaviors are a result of their disorder and can be managed with the proper 

strategies, patience and care.  Creating an inclusive classroom can be challenging, however 

the benefits in the end are huge to every child in your class.  A student with ADHD is an 

integral member of the class and when each student in the class is encouraged to explore 

and celebrate the differences an inclusive classroom is created. 
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This assignment made me think more in depth how we might plan for students with ADHD in 
our classroom as well as educating our students about the disorder to build an inclusive and 
accepting classroom of learners.  Although I possessed developing knowledge of ADHD and 
the behaviors and symptoms exhibited from students with ADHD, I was very interested to 
read more about the behaviors and most importantly, strategies used by teachers to 
manage these behaviors.  I found our ' EDTE 615 - Learning Differences' text entitled 
“Teaching Kids with Mental Health & Learning Disorders in the Regular Classroom to be very 
informative and applicable.  In addition to the strategies and interventions detailed, there 
was the “Bill of Rights” by Ruth E. Harris created for students with ADHD, which really 
helps the teacher and students put this disorder into the context of the child.  It helps one 
look beyond the behavior of the child and looks at the emotion behind the behaviors there 
are exhibiting.  When the teacher better understands the emotions of her students and is 
able to empathize with them, the stronger the attachment between student and teacher 
can become.  And of course, attachment is a precursor to learning and feeling included 
within the class, so it is central for the teacher to be able to collect her students when they 
become frustrated, inattentive or discouraged.  Most of all the teacher should, with all 
students, but especially those with ADHD, be patient and understanding.  When the teacher 
better understands the emotions of her students she can better teach to their specific 
needs.  It is also important to remember that students may not remember everything we 
teach them, but they will never forget how we treat them. 
 
In my Year 6 practicum, I would like to be able to better understand the learning abilities 
and styles of each individual student, and consistently build invisible adaptations into my 
lesson plans.  To promote inclusion, different learning needs will be celebrated within the 
classroom which will foster support and understanding from the students.  Lessons and unit 
plans will be differentiated when possible to encompass learning styles and special needs of 
the students.  A blend of kinesthetic, aural and visual methods will be useful not only for 
students with ADHD, but all students in the class.  Maintaining consistency with transitions 
and providing students with a plan for the day will promote structure for the classroom and 
reinforce organization and predictability for the students.  Attachment can be fostered 
through simple methods of collecting students, such as greeting them at the door or 
engaging in conversations with them about their interests or things they are looking forward 
to.  Also providing praise for good behavior and even small achievements will enable the 
student to see that you are rooting for them.  When students are feeling appreciated, they 
understand that their efforts are belong noticed and are more likely to keep up the good 
work.  Inclusion and attachment truly are the heart of teaching and I am certain that in my 
journey as a teacher I will only further my knowledge, inquiry and application of these 
inspirational themes. 


